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Introduction to Phasors (and Time-Resolved Fluorescence)
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Time-resolved data are usually obtained using either time-domain or frequency domain methods.

**Time-domain**

- **Exciting pulse**
- **Fluorescence intensity**

\[
\frac{1}{e^{0.36/8}}
\]

**Frequency-domain**

- **Excitation E(t)**
- **Emission F(t)**

Phasor plots can be constructed using either time-domain or frequency domain data.
In the time domain (impulse) method, the sample is illuminated with a short pulse of light and the intensity of the emission versus time is recorded. Originally these short light pulses were generated using flashlamps which had widths on the order of several nanoseconds. Modern laser sources can now routinely generate pulses with widths on the order of picoseconds or shorter.
As shown in the intensity decay figure, the *fluorescence* lifetime, $t$, is the time at which the intensity has decayed to 1/e of the original value. The decay of the intensity with time is given by the relation:

$$I_t = \alpha e^{-t/\tau}$$

Where $I_t$ is the intensity at time $t$, $\alpha$ is a normalization term (the pre-exponential factor) and $\tau$ is the lifetime.

It is more common to plot the fluorescence decay data using a logarithmic scale as shown here.
If the decay is multiexponential, the relation between the intensity and time after excitation is given by:

\[
I(t) = \sum_{i} \alpha_i e^{-t/\tau_i}
\]

One may then observe data such as those sketched below:

Here we can discern at least two lifetime components indicated as \(\tau_1\) and \(\tau_2\). This presentation is oversimplified but illustrates the point.
Here are pulse decay data on anthracene in cyclohexane taken on an IBH 5000U Time-correlated single photon counting instrument equipped with an LED short pulse diode excitation source.

$\tau = 4.1\text{ns}$

$\chi^2 = 1.023$

$73 \times 0.056\text{ns} = 4.1\text{ns}$

36.8%
Pulsed Light Source → Time-to-Amplitude Converter (TAC) → Constant Fraction Discriminator → Photon Counting PMT

Timer Electronics or 2nd PMT → Constant Fraction Discriminator

Sample Compartment → Filter or Monochromator → Neutral density (reduce to one photon/pulse) → Photon Counting PMT

Counts vs. Time

Multichannel Analyzer
In the harmonic method (also known as the phase and modulation or frequency domain method) a continuous light source is utilized, such as a laser or xenon arc, and the intensity of this light source is modulated sinusoidally at high frequency as depicted below. Typically, an *electro-optic* device, such as a *Pockels cell* is used to modulate a continuous light source, such as a CW laser or a xenon arc lamp. Alternatively, LEDs or laser diodes can be directly modulated.

![Intensity vs. Time](image)

In such a case, the excitation frequency is described by:

\[
E(t) = E_o [1 + M_E \sin \omega t]
\]

$E(t)$ and $E_o$ are the intensities at time $t$ and $0$, $M_E$ is the modulation factor which is related to the ratio of the AC and DC parts of the signal and $\omega$ is the angular modulation frequency.

$\omega = 2\pi f$ where $f$ is the linear modulation frequency.
Due to the persistence of the excited state, fluorophores subjected to such an excitation will give rise to a modulated emission which is shifted in phase relative to the exciting light as depicted below.

This sketch illustrates the phase delay ($\phi$) between the excitation, $E(t)$, and the emission, $F(t)$. Also shown are the AC and DC levels associated with the excitation and emission waveforms.
One can demonstrate that:

\[ F(t) = F_0 \left[ 1 + M_F \sin (\omega t + \phi) \right] \]

This relationship signifies that measurement of the phase delay, \( \phi \), forms the basis of one measurement of the lifetime, \( \tau \). In particular one can demonstrate that:

\[ \tan \phi = \omega \tau \]

The *modulations* of the excitation (\( M_E \)) and the emission (\( M_F \)) are given by:

\[ M_E = \left( \frac{AC}{DC} \right)_E \quad \text{and} \quad M_F = \left( \frac{AC}{DC} \right)_F \]

The *relative modulation*, \( M \), of the emission is then:

\[ M = \frac{(AC/DC)_F}{(AC/DC)_E} \]

\( \tau \) can also be determined from \( M \) according to the relation:

\[ M = \frac{1}{\sqrt{1 + (\omega \tau)^2}} \]
Using the *phase shift* and *relative modulation* one can thus determine a *phase lifetime* ($\tau_P$) and a *modulation lifetime* ($\tau_M$).

If the fluorescence decay is a single exponential, then $\tau_P$ and $\tau_M$ will be equal at all modulation frequencies.

If, however, the fluorescence decay is multiexponential then $\tau_P < \tau_M$ and, moreover, the values of both $\tau_P$ and $\tau_M$ will depend upon the modulation frequency, i.e.,

$$\tau_P (\omega_1) < \tau_P (\omega_2) \quad \text{if} \quad \omega_1 > \omega_2$$

To get a feeling for typical phase and modulation data, consider the following data set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>$\tau_P$ (ns)</th>
<th>$\tau_M$ (ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.76</td>
<td>10.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.02</td>
<td>9.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>6.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>4.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These differences between $\tau_P$ and $\tau_M$ and their frequency dependence form the basis of the methods used to analyze for lifetime heterogeneity, i.e., the component lifetimes and amplitudes.

In the case just shown, the actual system being measured was a mixture of two fluorophores with lifetimes of 12.08 ns and 1.38 ns, with relative contributions to the total intensity of 53% and 47% respectively.

Here must must be careful to distinguish the term \textit{fractional contribution to the total intensity} (usually designated as $f$) from $\alpha$, the pre-exponential term referred to earlier. The relation between these two terms is given by:

$$f_i = \frac{\alpha_i \tau_i}{\sum_j \alpha_j \tau_j}$$

where $j$ represents the sum of all components. In the case just given then, the ratio of the pre-exponential factors corresponding to the 12.08 ns and 1.38 ns components is approximately $1/8$. In other words, there are eight times as many molecules in solution with the 1.38 ns lifetime as there are molecules with the 12.08 ns lifetime.
Multifrequency phase and modulation data are usually presented as shown below:

The plot shows the frequency response curve (phase and modulation) of Fluorescein in phosphate buffer pH 7.4 acquired on an ISS Chronos using a 470 nm LED. The emission was collected through a 530 high pass filter. The data is best fitted by a single exponential decay time of 4 ns.
The phasor approach has been around for since 1984 but was dormant until the last decade when several laboratories began to apply it to FLIM (although with different names)
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APPENDIX 2. PHASE AND MODULATION LIFETIME RELATIONS

We have asserted that a heterogeneous emitting population, in the absence of excited state reaction, will demonstrate a phase lifetime which is always less than the modulation lifetime. The algebraic demonstration of this fact is somewhat cumbersome [11, 68]. We present here a brief and more intuitive demonstration of the phenomenon.

One may make a simple geometrical representation of the phase delay and relative modulation as shown in Fig. 11. Here we depict a vector of length M making an angle φ with the x-axis where φ represents the phase delay and M the relative modulation. Since for a single exponential decay we have the relation M = cos φ, the endpoint of the vector is constrained to be on the circle of radius 1/2 with a center at (1/2, 0). The intercept of the extension of this vector with the line through x = 1 equals ωτ (since tan φ = ωτ). This circle is universal for single exponential systems irrespective of the lifetime or modulation frequency. We note that the X and Y intercepts of the vector correspond to our previously defined G and S functions (since G = M cos φ and S = M sin φ).

Figure 12 represents the case of two exponential decays with phase delays and relative modulations of φ₁, φ₂, M₁, M₂, respectively. These decays contribute to the total emission intensity decay with fractional weights of f₁ and f₂, respectively. The total fluorescence observed is represented by the vector sum, M, of the two components and gives an observed phase delay of φ. Again we see that the intercept of the extension of the M vector with the x = 1 line corresponds to ωτP (since tan φ = ωτP). The value of ωτM, however, corresponds to the line segment BD. This observation follows from the fact that the triangle OAB,
Resolution of the Fluorescence Lifetimes in a Heterogeneous System by Phase and Modulation Measurements
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A closed-form procedure is described for the determination of the decay constants and the relative contributing intensities of the $N$ independent components of a heterogeneous fluorescence emission employing measurements of the phase shift and relative modulation of the total fluorescence at $N$ appropriate harmonic excitation frequencies. At each frequency the phase and modulation measurements yield the real part of the Fourier transform of the fluorescence impulse response, $G$, and its imaginary part, $S$. It is shown that the moments of a distribution of the lifetimes are linear combinations of the $G$s (zero and even moments) or the $S$s (odd moments), and the rule for the construction of the coefficients of $G$ and $S$ in these linear combinations is derived. The classical de Prony method is used to obtain the lifetimes and fractional contributions of the components from the moments. For binary and ternary mixtures the numerical computations required are trivial. In the present state of the art, the lifetimes of the components of a binary mixture should be derivable with a loss in precision somewhat smaller than 1 order of magnitude with respect to the overall measured lifetimes.

$$G_r = M_r \cos \Phi_r = [(1 + (\omega_r \tau_r^P)^2)(1 + (\omega_r \tau_r^M)^2)]^{1/2} \quad (9)$$

$$S_r = M_r \sin \Phi_r = G_r \omega_r \tau_r^P \quad (10)$$

$$G(\omega) = \int_0^\infty I(t) \cos \omega t \ dt \quad (55)$$

$$S(\omega) = -\int_0^\infty I(t) \sin \omega t \ dt$$
Simple rules to the Phasor plot:

1) All single exponential lifetimes lie on the “universal circle”
2) Multi-exponential lifetimes are a linear combination of their components
3) The ratio of the linear combination determines the fraction of the components
Map the position of the mixture of three different single-exponential dyes (Rhodamine B, AEDANS, DENS)
**Methodological measurements**

- Map the position of the mixture of three different single-exponential dyes (Rhodamine B, AEDANS, DENS)
- The mixture lies inside the hypothetical triangle
- When some of the dye is added to the mixture – the point is moved towards the appropriate triangle vertex

20 MHz
Methodological measurements II

- When analyzed for different frequencies – position of the hypothetical triangle in universal circle is anticlockwisely shifted when modulation frequency is increased.
- Middle points copy the curvature of the universal circle.
The pH dependent forms of tryptophan in solution are the zwitterionic and anionic forms due to the protonation of the amine and carboxyl groups – the pKa of the amine group is 9.39.
The pH dependent forms of tryptophan in solution are the zwitterionic and anionic forms due to the protonation of the amine and carboxyl groups – the pKa of the amine group is 9.39.
NATA

89 MHz; 20°C

0 M acrylamide

0.2 M acrylamide

0.7 ns

3.0 ns
Figure 1: Graphs illustrating the interaction of various biochemical compounds.

A) Graph A shows the distribution of Dynamin, 5 tryptophan, +GDP, and +GTPYS on the S-G plane.

B) Graph B displays the positions of Monomer HSA, thyroxine, and furosemide on the S-G plane.

The graphs are used to visualize the complex interactions and concentrations of these compounds under different conditions.
Dynamin
lysozyme
thrombin
antithrombin
furosemide
thyroxine
5 tryp
Figure 2. Crystal structure of one subunit of *Bacillus stearothermophilus* PFK showing the distance of position 311 to the nearest active site and allosteric site. Active sites (red), allosteric site (blue) and residue 311(yellow). Position 311 is relatively close to the active site and the allosteric site, within 20Å. 311 is sensitive to local motion upon ligand binding in EcPFK and BsPFK.

Figure 4. Phasor plot for L313W TtPFK titrated with different ligands at 67MHz. Apo TtPFK was titrated with either Fru-6-P (blue) or PEP (green) to form binary complex EA and YE respectively. The phasor plot shows clearly the formation of these complexes. The subsequent addition of the inhibitor PEP after the Fru-6-P saturation (purple), the addition of Fru-6-P after saturation with PEP (yellow) form the same ternary complex YEA.

Xinxin Tian, Mauricio Lasagna, Gregory D. Reinhart.
Urea-induced unfolding FtsZ-F40W
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Data of Felipe Montecinos
Urea unfolding 2D Phasor Plot

G, M cos \( \phi \)

S, M sin \( \phi \)

- F40W
- Y222W
- F275W
Urea denaturation 3D phasor plot

GdmCl unfolding 3D phasor plot

Single tryptophan mutants of FtsZ: Nucleotide binding/exchange and conformational transitions

Spectral resolution in conjunction with polar plots improves the accuracy and reliability of FLIM measurements and estimates of FRET efficiency
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FRET in GFP

- Exc 471nm; em >500nm
- 25 MHz
- 250 MHz

Fig. 1. 3D structure of GFP (blue) with the tryptophan in red and the fluorophore in green. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
FRET in GFP

Exc 280nm; em>500nm

Exc 471nm; em >500nm

25MHz

250 MHz

Fig. 1. 3D structure of GFP (blue) with the tryptophan in red and the fluorophore in green. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Utilization in lipid vesicles

- Vesicle – small membrane enclosed sac
- Laurdan in DMPC vesicles (transition temperature 23 °C)
- Measured for temperature range from 5 to 55°C
- Similar behaviour to glycerol solution
Phasors analysis:
Phase transition of complex systems

- DPPC
- DPPC:PC:Chol (1:1)+20% mol Chol
- DPPC:DOPC:Chol (1:1)+20% mol Chol

Good models for Pulmonary Surfactant
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Investigation of the conformational flexibility of DGAT1 peptides using tryptophan fluorescence
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DGAT1 peptides

Sit1 \((\text{FGDREFYRDWNSES})\) → N-hexadecyl-N,N-dimethyl-3-ammonio-1-propanesulfonate (HPS)
Enrico Gratton’s phasor approach (implemented in the SimFCS software) plots a phasor point for each pixel in the image.

Figure 5: FD FLIM data representation of the FRET standard.
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Investigating protein-protein interactions in living cells using fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy
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